Tolerance of the developing heart to ischemia: impact of hypoxemia from birth.
Many infants who require cardiac surgery have cyanotic heart disease. We assessed the relative tolerances to ischemia of hearts from immature normoxemic rabbits versus hearts from immature rabbits subjected to hypoxemia since birth. Normoxemic animals were raised from birth in an environment where the inspired fractional concentration of oxygen (FIO2) was 0.21; for the hypoxemic studies FIO2 was reduced to 0.09. Hearts (n = 6/group) from normoxemic and chronically hypoxemic rabbits at 7-12, 21-28, 35-44, and 51-56 days of age underwent aerobic "working" perfusion with Krebs bicarbonate buffer, and cardiac function was measured. Hearts were then arrested by a 3-min infusion with either cold (14 degrees C) Krebs buffer (hypothermia alone group) or St. Thomas' Hospital II solution (hypothermia plus cardioplegia group) before 6 h of hypothermic (14 degrees C) global ischemia. Hearts were reperfused, and postischemic creatine kinase leakage and recovery of function were measured. For hearts protected with hypothermia alone, recovery of aortic flow was better in hearts hypoxemic from birth compared with normoxemic controls at 7-12 days (78 +/- 7 vs. 60 +/- 6%, P < 0.05) and 21-28 days old (81 +/- 12 vs. 26 +/- 28%, P < 0.05). Protection with hypothermia plus cardioplegia was also better in hearts hypoxemic from birth compared with normoxemic controls at 7-12 days (74 +/- 8 vs. 63 +/- 10%, P < 0.05) and 21-28 days old (84 +/- 3 vs. 71 +/- 5%, P < 0.05). Protection with hypothermia alone and hypothermia plus cardioplegia was no different within chronically hypoxemic age groups.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)